Nuclear War Threat and Suppressing Mechanism on Climate Activating.
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It is unprecedented upside down stupidity that people has been too busy in threat of terrors,wars,and BUSUINESS,while the FUSE has been
firing on toward Arctic Methane Catastrophe the GLOBAL MASS EXTINCTION.Due to puppet nation North Korea’s recent threat,
people becomes too worry as for breaking possibility of total nuclear war,while entirely not as for total Extinction by Climate Hell.
This is the minds analysis at now World.
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[２]：Incredible stupidity having been entirely causing fatal error due to capability with incompetency.
⑴Especially USA had established unprecedented prosperity in their material civilization after the war and some had become arrogant .
Once we were mere a kind of golira seeking foods in forest and grassland.However they were to encounter deadly contradiction in the material
civilization called climate chnage(1970s).At that time,the problem seemed not so imminent that they had decided to conceal(the incompetency).
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Even at now people had noticed awful climate decay,they still could not declare their deadly error on keeping mass oil consumption regime.
But they were to declare and make perpetual war on false flag terror by 9/11 the inside job in order to cause global insidious perpetual chaos .
Note modern civilization is co-body with science that had established the unprecedented prosperity with deadly defect.Scientists is also
higher pride people not to admit own deadly errors(the incompetency). While the Bible has been preaching people correcting their error.
⑵Now the world has been going on with parade of substantially don’t care or false flag news.
As for possible risk of mankind extinction,global mass media recently hysterically shouted threat of WW

due to dispute between the rouge

state North Korea(puppet of military industry complex in USA) and USA,
http://www.777true.net/The-Power-Conflict-at-now-World-and-the-Reckless-Military-Industry.pdf
*This is pseudo problem due to being of double opposit policy in USA,one is keeping perpetual war threat for war business, while the other intend to
cease it to explore non war business.The former is due to reincarnated NAZIS power.

By anyhow,as for corrupted global established media,there has been always something perpetual events to be news in order to make global
people’s concern to evade another concern for things that must be hided.
⑶If author had right to make news,top one is imminent global extinction risk of Arctic Methane Bursting Catastrophe described in first page.
Because we now has been facing deadly risk of global extinction due to Arctic Methane burst by global warming.
Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide
population .. says Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze, produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide
significant cooling of the Arctic for modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud
brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author;Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⑷For the Mass Media,Imminent Risk of Global Extinction by CLIMATE HELL may be black hole, from which one could see nothing.
Similar as total nuclear war,the final stage of CLIMATE HELL would become fire ball earth.As this point,both prediction by the Bible and science
agree with. As for the end time,2039 is Hitlers prediction,2043 is by Jucelino.Science also predict about 2050. Maybe,if he was global leader,he
never fail to know the fact by his science adviser.Then why could they be silent ?.

⑸The UN official report for policy maker by IPCC scientists has been concealing dedly following factsⅠⅡ.
:For below 2

realizing not to cause catastrophe,it need urgent more than 80%CO2 cut policy.

:Now Arctic ice decay has been on POSITVE FEEDBACK,urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering is decisively necessary.

⑹Both global policy could not help to be global regime change＝REVOLUTION !!..
⑺Rockefeller & Bilderberg the hereditary global elites has been agaist it and their global subordinates follows the order、
EXXON-MOBIL’s long years interference had caused result ⑴,that is ,the evil origin is Rockefeller the oil merchant ！！.
⑻The Emperor has been ruling on CIA-Media Military Industry Complex in USA(the reincarnated NAZIS) ,and their infulence is global at today.
Reincarnated NAZIS power now has been ruling on not only domestic USA, but also the world by their CIA agents.Europe (operation Gradio),
South America(operation Condor) are famous.Japan and Korea are also puppet nations.In not-wartime,their main task of operation are told
infomation manipulating and mind controling.
⑼However to tell so,there is possibility to escape from the Prison Planet Regime by them.They are not almighty,but with many weakpoints.
For an example,recent establishing Trump presidency is evident revolution against NAZIS regime in USA. Now the conservative media
(sub of NAZIS)has entirely been flaming up and accusing on something scandals around Trump toward his dismissal.

[３]：EXODUS TO GLORY.
Now most of you have been being mass synchronized paralyzing !!
❶Upside Down World(Eduardo Galeano).
"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it to stand up straight?"
＝something evil, wrong,lie,error are upside down from righteous something<Logical Turnning make Truth !!>.
Following⑴⑵⑶ are list of mind mechanism that has been causing you decisive misunderstanding.
⑴Majority Bias.
People has been being too familiar with established common sense or something approved by overwhelming majority.
However those can not be proof on truth.This tendency acts to decay the decent order of this world.
⑵Normal Bias.
People will not admit what is too abnormal or too inconvenient matters. In facing actual unprecedent crisis,many tend to stop even thinking.
⑶Betrayer ?!!.
Some has been working to deceive you by carrot,or to threat you by whip.
⑷Mass Synchronized STOP THINKING by too busy in war,terror,and BUSINESS.
It is mass global people’s endeavoring in dairy tasks that has been ruling you not to care for the imminent deadly climate risk.
Certainly BUSINESS,war and terror are all imminent tasks of you to do or die !!,however it is also those that has been causing your extinction.
It is this decisive and awful contradiction that had cause you to stop thinking !!.
⑸Cause of the Conservatism in Climate.
⒜Deadly Ignorance on coming CLIMATE HELL WORLD
<it is outrageous global 6billion peoples extinction event,so none can imagine and describe the too awful actuality !!!>.
Following is very very rare report(archive version).
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf
This is our future - FAMOUS CITIES ARE SUBMERGED, A THIRD OF THE WORLD IS DESERT,
THE REST STRUGGLING FOR FOOD AND FRESH WATER. If global warming continues at the current rate, we could be facing extinction.
So what exactly is going to happen as the Earth heats up Here is a degree-by-degree guide with more detailed description after the summary.

⒝hatred against Losing status duo in CER(narcotism due to pleasure life in Carbon Energy Regime).
⒞Ignorance on Reforming and Fixing CER(New Energy and Life Assurance Regime in climate wartime regime).
<it is global 6billion peoples revolution in life way,so none can calculate the concrete economics actuality !!!>.
Following are author’s veryb poor trials,so you should make more revised version toward exact prediction and programming !!
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
❷GLOBAL DECLARATION on CLIMATE WARTIME REGIME.
This may be unique and urgent way to save this imminent world !.Then who has been against ?!!.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patient_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf

Anyone may worry on own hereafter business in climate wartime regime.Due to drastic carbon reduction plolicy,some coorporate become
unfavorable to convert,or to be terminated.Thus business conversion with employee’s life assurance become national policy.
Fundamentaly,nation people become soldier and coorporate go with planed economy in regime of national strategy.
Life in starting time may be tough,however as conversion goes on,many reforming would work on toward new stationary life way.
Note it is dificulty or inconvenient-itself that could accelerate life way reforming toward better one.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,
though coming hell is more outrageously too big！!,.
People could do best once they had accepted the fact !!.
Trust and Bet it !!!!!
❸”Price” must be agreed between seller and buyer(＝the principle of equivalent exchanging).
We must not pay those media and scientists who sell fake news and fake science !!.
But we must pay those media and scientists who sell true news and true science !!.
Only by truth,we could survive in climate wartime never experienced before in mankind history.

❹Final question of everyone,could it really be success ?!!.
⑴It is Global Climate Wartime Declaration that enable rapid and drastic regime change.

At first,you must recognize that nothing climate fixing operation,we are surely to encounter climate hell toward extinction.This process could not
help to cause supreme desperate world. There is failure possibility even we try salvation technology.However the latter is righteous way with
hope in no regret policy .Especially note,it is delay of our decision that has been increasing failure possibility.Thereby,it can not help,but to tell
very frankly,that incompetence of climate science society has been increasing our risk.They always make excuse that politician suppress
them.Anytime,they have chance to make global solidarity against political power.

In actual past wartime,any nation people had to accept inconvenience
to survive due to decisive mass recognition on imminent crisis of do or die.
As the consequence,remarkable rapid and drastic regime change could have been accomplished.
⑵So

long as intercepting irreversible Climate Decay in Positive Feedback ,we could not fail !!

In authors view,so long as intercepting Arctic Methane Catastrophe,success possibility is not low.
Arctic Cooling Engineering is task of experts,but not amateur,so concentration of global ability could do accomplishment.
⑶Climate Scientists having been being disabled.

☞：In past fact,it is told,some brave scientists disclosed deadly climate fact and proposed radical policy toward policy maker,however,
global climate scientists society did not make global unite to strongly support for them , and consequently they were to be defeated
Certainly climate scientists are professional experts on their field,however for another fields of politics,...they are ordinary person.
Note this is the supreme problem of do or die,while they seemed curiously very cool on the extinction problem.
A possible desperate cause is irreversible ice decay in Arctic due to positive feedback of ice melt causing more heat input ocean.

In fact,IPCC(NOBEL prizer in organization of UN) will not disclose Arctic Methane Catastrophe causing global mass extinction.
Note climate scientists are not engineer with ability of developing fixing technology(Arctic Cooling Engineering). In following fact
disclosing paragraph,it could not help,but to accuse climate scientists who will not disclose deadly climate fact. It may be not sufficient
experience for author to tell,however,he once actually met with few climate scientists,

all of who were decisively desperate for climate fixing !!.
However can it be really tell that they are error-less experts ??.This is very very troublesome problems.
Telling this fact may be to more worsen relation between them and author,
However worth of their fame is less than science truth-itself which is decisive for us all now facing do or die !!.
⑷They lose passion to tackle ???!!!

Note this is the supreme problem of do or die,while they seemed curiously very cool on the extinction problem.
⒜They didn’t know cause of solution instability in fluid-dynamics<limit of exact local weather forcasting may be few days>.
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf
Responsibility of this very fundamental problem may be physicist.
⒝They didn’t know cause of big macroscopic fluctuation in climate-dynamics<global temperature’s random big fluctuation>.

http://www.777true.net/Global-Surface-Temperature_GST_Fluctuation-Analysis.pdf
⒞They didn’t show simulation graph of temeprature recovering to stable state by more than 80%CO2 cut.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

They(IPCC) showed graph where temperature would stop still at highest position.This is nothing,but disastrous !!.
⒟Then can author do anything without climate experts ??,no not at all !!<but only dynamics field>,

there are too many precision matters in very wide variety field of climate science,as for which he didn’t know,but they know.
⒠By anyhow,it is science truth-itself which is decisive for us all now facing do or die !!.

It takes 1,or 2 years? for scientists and engineers with math and physics basis in any field to learn fundamental of climate scinece.
Now author has been worry on tendency of non disclosing climate data in websites,for example he has been facing difficulty to get
exact heat budget data in Arctic.
⒡Once author-himself was a member of physical society Japan,and had to retire there due to money deficit caused by

finding on Quantum Gravity Theory(1993),when SSC the 12billion dollar machine for researching fake Higgs*) elementary particle
was aborted.It is entirely upside down black joke story.This is entirely against the principle of equivalent exchanging<❸>.
Global Scientists Society with authority in Governments should do internal clean up toward global surviving.
Most of them are activated by money due to tax payers the nation people<❸>.
*)Note both fake scientists IPCC and Dr Higgs are Nobel prizer,which indicates what global elite wish!!..
As for fake science,author will willingly accept defamation impeachment in inter-national judicial court. !!.

